Attendance: Alex Kitchener, Dean, Aida, Spencer, Alyssa, Kyle, Jamie, Ryan, Sohail, Joni
November 5th
Call to Order: 6:05

We need to start promoting NCLC. (posters, small slips of paper on tables, central pipeline, email, writing on chalkboards, facebook event, twitter)

Possibly moving the deadline if no non SGA members apply.

Jamie, Ryan, Aida, Kitchener, Kyle want to volunteer for picking COSGA
Ryan and Sohail want to volunteer for picking NCLC

What is SGA Posters?

Promotional Items will come in Nov 16th

Want to focus more on local and state policies.

Blind in beginning of COSGA then go through applications.
Have to decide who can pick from COSGA

Pick COSGA first then NCLC.

Spencer is in charge of making hand outs for NCLC.

PROMOTE NCLC!

Meeting Adjourn: 6:45